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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the discovery and aggregation of events that provoke a particular emotion in the person who experiences them, or emotion-provoking events. We first describe the creation of a small manually-constructed dictionary of events through a survey of 30 subjects. Next, we describe first attempts at automatically acquiring and aggregating these events from web data, with a baseline from previous work and some simple extensions using seed expansion and clustering. Finally, we propose several evaluation measures for evaluating the automatically acquired events, and perform an evaluation of the effectiveness of automatic event extraction.

1 Introduction
"You look happy today, did something good happen?" This is a natural question in human dialogue, and most humans could think of a variety of answers, such as "I met my friends" or "I passed a test." In this work, we concern ourselves with creating resources that answer this very question, or more formally "given a particular emotion, what are the most prevalent events (or situations, contexts) that provoke it?" Information about these emotion-provoking events is potentially useful for emotion recognition (recognizing emotion based on events mentioned in a dialogue), response generation (providing an answer to emotion-related questions), and answering social-science related questions (discovering events that affect the emotion of a particular segment of the population).

While there is very little previous research on this subject, one previous work of note by Tokuhisa et al. (2008) focused on emotion-provoking events purely from the viewpoint of emotion recognition. They used large corpus of examples collected from the Web using manual patterns to build a $k$-nearest-neighbors emotion classifier for dialog systems and found that the classifier significantly outperforms baseline methods. This method provides both an inspiration and a baseline for our work, but still lacks in that it makes no attempt to measure the quality of the extracted events, aggregate similar events, or rank events by prevalence, all essential factors when attempting to use extracted events for applications other than simple emotion recognition.

In this paper, we describe work on creating prevalence-ranked dictionaries of emotion-provoking events through both manual labor and automatic information extraction. To create a manual dictionary of events, we perform a survey asking 30 participants to describe events that caused them to feel a particular emotion, and manually cleaned and aggregated the results into a ranked list. Next, we propose several methods for extracting events automatically from large data from the Web, which will allow us to increase the coverage over the smaller manually created dictionary. We start with Tokuhisa et al. (2008)’s patterns as a baseline, and examine methods for improving precision and coverage through the use of seed expansion and clustering. Finally, we discuss evaluation measures for the proposed task, and perform an evaluation of the automatically extracted emotion-provoking events. The acquired events will be provided publicly upon acceptance of the paper.

2 Manual Creation of Events
In order to create a small but clean set of gold-standard data for each emotion, we first performed
Emotions | Words
--- | ---
happiness | happy, glad
sadness | sad, upset
anger | angry, irritated
fear | afraid, scared
surprise | surprised, astonished
disgust | disgusted, terrible

Table 2: Seed words for each emotion.

a survey on emotion-provoking events. We did so by asking a total of 30 subjects (a mixture of male and female from 20-40 years of age) to write down five events that provoke each of five emotions: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and surprise. As these events created according to this survey still have a large amount of lexical variation, we manually simplify them to their core and merge together events that have similar meanings.

Finally, for each emotion we extract all the events that are shared by more than one person. It should be noted that this will not come anywhere close to covering the entirety of human emotion, but as each event is shared by at least two people in a relatively small sample, any attempt to create a high-quality and non-redundant dictionary of emotion-provoking events should at least be able to cover the pairs in this collection. We show the most common three events for each emotion in Table 1.

3 Automatic Extraction of Events

We also performed experiments attempting to automatically extract and aggregate events from Web data. As a starting point, we follow Tokuhisa et al. (2008) in defining a single reliable pattern as a starting point for event extraction:

I am EMOTION that EVENT

As this pattern is a relatively reliable indicator that the event is correct, most events extracted by this pattern will actually be emotion-provoking events. For instance, this pattern will be matched with the sentence “I am happy that my mother is feeling better”, in which my mother is feeling better certainly causes happiness.

For the EMOTION placeholder, we take into account 6 emotions - happiness, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, and surprise - argued by Ekman (1992) to be the most basic. We manually create a short list of words that can be inserted into the above pattern appropriately, as shown in Table 2.

For the EVENT placeholder, we allow any string of words, but it is necessary to choose the scope of the string that is referring to the emotion-provoking event. To this end, we use a syntactic parser and set a hard restriction that all events must be a subtree having root tag S and containing at least one noun phrase and one verb phrase.

Given these two restrictions, these patterns provide us with high quality event-emotion pairs, but the method is still lacking in two respects, lack of coverage and lack of ability to aggregate similar events. As both of these are essential to creating a high-quality and non-redundant dictionary of events, we make two simple extensions to the extraction process as follows.

3.1 Pattern Expansion

Pattern expansion, or bootstrapping algorithms are widely used in the information extraction field (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002). In particular Espresso (Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006) is known as a state-of-the-art pattern expansion algorithm widely used in acquiring relationships between entities. We omit the details of the algorithm for space concerns, but note that applying the algorithm to our proposed task is relatively straightforward, and allows us to acquire additional patterns that may be matched to improve the coverage over the single seed pattern. We do, however, make two changes to the algorithm. The first is that, as we are interested in extracting events instead of entities, we impose the previously mentioned restriction of one verb phrase and one noun phrase over all events extracted by the patterns. The second is that we perform normalization of events to reduce their variability, namely removing all function words, replacing proper nouns with special symbol, and lemmatizing words.

3.2 Grouping events

The second improvement we perform is grouping the extracted events together. Grouping has a number of potential practical advantages, as noted frequently in previous work (Becker et al., 2011). The first is that by grouping similar events together, we can relieve sparsity issues to some extent by sharing statistics among the events in a single group. The second is that aggregating events together allows humans to browse the lists more efficiently by reducing the number of redundant entries. In preliminary experiments, we attempted several clustering methods and even-
Emotions | Events
--- | ---
Happiness | Meeting friends
Sadness | Someone dies/gets sick
Anger | Someone insults me
Fear | Thinking about the future
Surprise | Seeing a friend unexpectedly

Getting something I want
Going on a date
Someone insults me
Someone breaks a promise
Taking a test
Someone comes to visit
Walking/driving at night
Receiving a gift

Table 1: The top three events for each emotion.

Manually created dictionary described in Section 2, which gives us an idea of what percent of common emotions we were able to recover. It should be noted that in order to measure recall, it is necessary to take a matching between the events output by the system and the events in the previously described list. While it would be ideal to do this automatically, this is difficult due to small lexical variations between the system output and the list. Thus, for the current work we perform manual matching between the system hypotheses and the references, and hope to examine other ways of matching in future work.

5 Experiments

In this section, we describe an experimental evaluation of the accuracy of automatic extraction of emotion-provoking events.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We use Twitter[^3] as a source of data, as it is it provides a massive amount of information, and also because users tend to write about what they are doing as well as their thoughts, feelings and emotions. We use a data set that contains more than 30M English tweets posted during the course of six weeks in June and July of 2012. To remove noise, we perform a variety of preprocessing, removing emoticons and tags, normalizing using the scripts provided by Han and Baldwin (2011), and Han et al. (2012). CoreNLP[^4] was used to get the information about part-of-speech, syntactic parses, and lemmas.

We prepared four systems for comparison. As a baseline, we use a method that only uses the original seed pattern mentioned in Section 3 to acquire emotion-provoking events. We also evaluate expansions to this method with clustering, with pattern expansion, and with both.

We set a 10 iteration limit on the Espresso algorithm and after each iteration, we add the 20

[^3]: http://www.twitter.com

2In the current work we did not allow annotators to assign “ties” between the emotions, but this could be accommodated in the MRR framework.
most reliable patterns to the pattern set, and increase the seed set by one third of its size. These values were set according to a manual inspection of the results for several settings, before any evaluation was performed.

We examine the utility of each method according to the evaluation measures proposed in Section 4 over five emotions, happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and surprise. To measure MRR and recall, we used the 20 most frequent events or groups extracted by each method for these five emotions, and thus all measures can be interpreted as MRR@20 and recall@20. As manual annotation is required to calculate both measures, we acquired results for 3 annotators and report the average and standard deviation.

### 5.2 Experimental Results

The results are found in Table 3. From these results we can see that clustering the events causes a significant gain on both MRR and recall, regardless of whether we use Espresso or not. Looking at the results for Espresso, we see that it allows for small boost in recall when used on its own, due to the fact that the additional patterns help recover more instances of each event, making the estimate of frequency counts more robust. However, Espresso is more effective when used in combination with clustering, showing that both methods are capturing different varieties of information, both of which are useful for the task.

In the end, the combination of pattern expansion and clustering achieves an MRR of 71.7% and recall of 15.4%. While the MRR could be deemed satisfactory, the recall is still relatively low. One reason for this is that due to the labor-intensive manual evaluation, it is not realistic to check many more than the top 20 extracted events for each emotion, making automatic evaluation metrics the top on the agenda for future work.

### 6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we described our work in creating a dictionary of emotion-provoking events, and demonstrated results for four varieties of automatic information extraction to expand this dictionary. As this is the first attempt at acquiring dictionaries of emotion-provoking events, there are still many future directions that deserve further investigation. As mentioned in the experimental discussion, automatic matching for the evaluation of event extraction, and ways to improve recall over rarer but more impressive events are necessary. There are also many improvements that could be made to the extraction algorithm itself, including more sophisticated clustering and pattern expansion algorithms. Finally, it would be quite interesting to use the proposed method as a tool for psychological inquiry, including into the differences between events that are extracted from Twitter and other media, or the differences between different demographics.

---

### Table 3: MRR and recall of extracted data (with standard deviation for 3 annotators).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seed</td>
<td>46.3 (±5.0)</td>
<td>4.6 (±0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed + clust</td>
<td>57.2 (±7.9)</td>
<td>8.5 (±0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espresso</td>
<td>49.4 (±2.8)</td>
<td>8.0 (±0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espresso + clust</td>
<td><strong>71.7 (±2.9)</strong></td>
<td><strong>15.4 (±0.8)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Average MRR and recall by emotion for the Espresso + clustering method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotions</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>happiness</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sadness</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fear</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surprise</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

We exclude disgust, as the seed only matched 26 times over entire corpus, not enough for a reasonable evaluation.
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